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The protonation of benzene and other aromatic compounds in the gas phase has 

been studied theoretically in some detail. The quantum chemical calculations 

showed the face protonation (centrosymmetrical H+-position) I (E=H) to be 

energetically unfavourable in comparison with H+-positions near atom and bond 

regions of the benzene ring (6-complex II and the bridged structure IV).lw4 

The "tetrahedral" 6-complexes II (E=H) are in general calculated as deepest 

minima on the potential surface of protonated arenes in qualitative agreement 

with experimental resulta in solution (cf. ref.' ) where the influence of sol- 

vent molecules and counterions additionally exists. For aromatic compounds of 

low reactivity the stability of the nonclassical bridged structure IV (E=H) 

is calculated to be energetically near the classical&complex II. 596 
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In comparison with protonated benzene we found a completely different stable 

structure of the benzene-Li+ complex. 

Computational methods: We used the CED0/2-FK method in line with an automatic 

procedure for complete geometry optimization. 5’6 This eemiempirieal method 

was fonnd to be succeseful in calculating structures of protonated unsaturated 
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system of the given type. ' s8*g We additionally calculated the essential 

propertiee of the potential surface by CWD0/2 in the original parametrization 

(CRDO/2-PSS)'O. The reeults of thie method for protonated benzene are well- 

known and have been discussed critically.' However, both methods give the 8ame 

qualitative result of a strong energy difference between face protonation on 

the one aide and the 6- and w-complex structures on the other eide in accor- 

dance with the reeulte of ab initio methods3. 

Results and discussion: Values for the calculated energies (CNDO/2-FK) of 

complex structures relative to the energy of the face structure can be Been 

in table 1. The structure with lowest energy for benzene-Id+ ie the hexagonal 

X-complex (face form I) in contrast to the benzene-H+ system, where the face 

AE AE 
structure benzene-Id+ benzene-H+ 

Table 1. 

CRDO/2-FK energies AE(kJmol-') 

face (I) 0 0 for Borne characteristic points 

6-complex 
Yetrahedral"(I1) (320*20)+) -290 

on the potential surface of 

planar (III) ++I 
the benzene-I&+ and benzene-H+ 

-153 
bridged (IV) ++I 

eyeteme (relative to the face 
-262 

edge (V) 
structure) 

321 -95 

+I no stationary point ++I these unetable arran- 
gements were not tested for eaddle points andmaxima. 

structure is a high maximum on the eurface. We found rearrangement without a 

barrier to the face form from the 6-complex II (E=Li) or the bridged struc- 

ture IV (E=Li) as starting geometries for the minimization procedure. Consi- 

dering the experimental value of the Li+ affinity of benzene determined in the 

gas phase (155 kJmor')" one ha8 to assume an overestimation in the calcula- 

ted values (CRD0/2-FK) relative to the face structure by a factor of about *I 3. 

All the mentioned properties of the Li+-benzene surface are qualitatively the 

same using the CRDO/2-PSS method. The energy minimum for benzene-Lii is very 

flat. A Li-shift of 0,35 g (CND0/2-FK) and 0,5 8 (CRDO/2-PSS) towards a 6-com- 

plex structure yields here only an increase in energy by about 1,5 kJmo1". 

;r) The face structure with w-bonding to 6 equivalent centres ie a special case 

for overestimation of the &ability of "bridged" arrangement6 by semiempi- 

rical methods. 
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Our calculations ehow the planar structure V (III rearranges to V in the mo- 

lecular plane) of the benzene-X+ system energetically comparable with a G 

complex structure II. Similar trends were found recently by Pople et a1.12 

First calculations (CFDO/2-PSS, ep baeie) on the benzene-Ha+ eyetem result 

also in a more stable face etructare I (E=Bla) relative to a "tetrahedral" 

one.'3914 In contrast to the benzene-Li+ system we find both etructurea to be 

separated by a potential barrier. 

Qualitative MO interpretations in terms of symmetry may be used to explain the 

relative energy of the face structure. In this way the discrimination of the 

face p r o t o n a t i o n can be understood by the orthogonality of the un- 

occupied s-atomic orbital of the proton with respect to the (degenerated) 

highest filled 7140'8 (HOMO's) of the benzene ring a) '5 . However, for Li' low 

b) ~+Wp,p~, empty) 

acceptor orbital8 are also p-orbital6 , where the degenerated pair p,,py has 

the eymmetry for bonding with the If-HOMO's of the benzene eyetem (Tr-inter- 

action b). The calculated wavefunction 8how8, that this interaction contri- 

butes coneiderably to the strong energy decreaee of the face etructure in the 

benzene-Li+ eyatem. If this will be confirmed by further calculations we would 

have to revise the idea that the interaction of metal cations (elements of the 

groups I, II and III in their maximum oxtdation state) with benzene would be 

mainly characterized by the orthogonality of the free 2s or 3s atomic orbi- 

tals of the cation to the highest filled T-orbital6 of the ring. 

Up to now experimental studiee on the formation of cation-molecule complexes 

in the gas phase have given only little information concerning their ground 

state etructure. Another possibility to get such information8 follows from 

the study of nuclear magnetic resonance epectra (nmr) of adsorbed molecules 

on different cation forma of zeolitea. 16-'8 The comparison of experimental 

'3C-nmr ehifts with calculated one6 for certain modele of surface complexes 
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can give information concerning geometric and electronic structures of mole- 

cule-cation complexes. So a centrosymmetrical arrangement of the benzene ring 

over a Na+ -ion was found for arenes (benzene, toluene) in NaX- and BaY-zeoli- 

tee18,19 in agreement with the theoretical suggestions. These results have 

been confirmed additionally by 'H-ntnr measurements at low temperature (77 K)?" 

The stronger interaction of Li+ with benzene should result in a dominant I&+- 

benzene interaction in Li+ exchanged zeolites and a corresponding eentrosgm- 

metrical arrangement of the benzene molecule8 over Li+ ions in these zeolitea. 

Nmr measurements on Li+ exchanged zeolites are in progress. 

We thank Prof. Dr. H.Pfeifer for valuable comments. 
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